
 Oxford & Region  
Iyengar Yoga Institute  

 
Welcome to the Summer 2011 edition of our e-newsletter. 

 

Dear Members,  

 

Not a huge amount to report.  As you know we held our AGM at the Bobby Clennell event in May and 

appointed the committee for 20011-12. Details of the new appointments can be found below. This 

was the only ORIYI workshop this term mainly because everyone seems to be so busy – either away 

on yoga holidays or involved in other weekend workshops or assessments. Bobby has very kindly 

given us permission to publish a series of home practice sequences, compiled by the teachers at the 

Iyengar Yoga Institute of New York on our new website  – the drawings are especially clear and I 

think you will find them very useful when you see them. Our next event will be in November with 

Brenda Booth but the venue is still being finalised. If anyone knows of a good place in the Oxford area 

to hold this event please contact Gaby Case gabycase1@gmail.com 

(our new events secretary) We are keen to provide the kind of events you want so please get in touch 

and let us know what you would like.  

 

I was fortunate go to Paxos again with Judith Jones and had an even better time this year practising 

yoga on the terrace overlooking the glorious Ionian Sea - more information later on in the newsletter.  

 

Finally, I’d like to take this opportunity to wish Judith a very happy birthday and thank her for all she 

does within the Iyengar Yoga community – she reached the ripe old age of sixty at the beginning of 

July. 

  

Best wishes   

 

Mary  

Chair and 

Membership Secretary  

maryfitzpatrick@ntlworld.com  
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The ORIYI Committee 2011/12  

 

Chair 
Membership and 
Newsletter 

Mary Fitzpatrick maryfitzpatrick@ntlworld.com 
 

Secretary Karen Barraclough karen.barraclough@ntlworld.com 
 

Treasurer Jennie Wood j@ennie.co.uk 
 

Events Secretary Gaby Case Gabycase1@gmail.com 
 

IYA (UK) Rep Clare Bingham bingham_c@hotmail.com 
please note this is an underscore, not a 
space 

 

Web master Ruth Jones ruthcjones@hotmail.co.uk 
 

Without portfolio Judith Jones jjyoga@btinternet.com 
 

Without portfolio Tessa Martin tessa@newburyyoga.co.uk 
 

Without portfolio Jenny Furby Jenny.yoga@btinternet.com 
 

    
Gaby Case – the new Events Secretary.  

 
 
I started Yoga in October  last year to strengthen and straighten an elbow that I 
had broken previously. I have grown to love the mental aspects of Yoga which 
focus the mind on the important things in life and allow you space to pause in life. 
After a busy day at work it brings perspective to my life. I have been amazed at the 
way the strength and mobility in my arm and body have improved in such a short 
period of time. Yoga is great for both mind and body. 
 

 
Clare Bingham – the new IYA (UK) Rep.  

I have practiced Iyengar yoga since 2003, when a colleague recommended Iyengar yoga with 

Margaret Rawlinson in Maidenhead and also the Sarva centre in High Wycombe. My colleague made 

Iyengar yoga sound intriguing and challenging and was relentless until I attended 

a class! 

I have attended weekly classes with Sheila since 2004 and have also attended 

many of her excellent workshops at the Sarva centre, some run by herself and 

some run by guest teachers, all of which have been challenging, fun and 

inspiring, just as my old colleague said they would be! 

I have been intrigued by the journey Iyengar yoga has taken me on and am 

amazed by the physical benefits I have personally gained from over the years.  Practicing Iyengar 
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yoga has improved my skin and kept me eczema free – a condition I had suffered from for many 

years, improved my breathing immensely, so that I rarely use an inhaler for asthma and has helped 

me to cope with emotionally difficult times or challenges over the years.  Coupled with these 

personal benefits, time spent  as a volunteer student for some teaching assessments at the Sarva 

centre, lead to my interest in teacher training which in itself improved my own yoga ability 

incredibly. 

I qualified in the Introductory Level 2 Iyengar yoga teaching certificate in October 2010 and started 

teaching in January 2011 to fit around my toddler.  Once my little boy is at school, I would like to 

increase my teaching to a much greater extent.    

I am interested in the ORIYI rep position as I think it would be an excellent opportunity to be more 

involved in Iyengar yoga and learn more about the teaching of it and the Iyengar Yoga Association.  I 

have gained so much from Iyengar yoga and its fabulous teachers over the years, so this feels like an 

ideal opportunity to give a little back by being part of the ORIYI voluntary committee. 

   

     

 

Iyengar yoga teachers - Introductory? Intermediate? Junior? Senior?  

What does it all mean?    By Judith Jones  

When looking for a yoga teacher it can be confusing for the general public. Often they have 

heard of Hatha yoga or Astanga yoga but have little idea of what it all means. They might 

have been inspired by some pictures in a magazine, or may have some notion about yoga 

being relaxing, or may even have been recommended by a friend. Finding a good teacher 

can often be down to luck or trial and error.  

Iyengar yoga teachers are certainly well trained and they will have been practicing yoga 

themselves for many years. Before being able to apply to join an Iyengar yoga teacher 

training course a student must complete at least 3 consecutive years of attendance at 

regular classes with a fully qualified Iyengar yoga teacher. They must demonstrate a good 

standard of asana practice and their potential is assessed by an Iyengar yoga teacher 

trainer.  

The course for the Introductory Iyengar Yoga Teacher Training Certificate lasts for a 

minimum of 2 years and the coursework and 2 rigorous practical Assessments for the 

Certificate are overseen in this country by the Iyengar Yoga Association (UK), which 

operates as part of a global network of national associations which all stem from the 



Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Institute (RIMYI) in Pune, India. (This is the heart of 

Iyengar yoga where Mr Iyengar still lives. He is 94 this December). 

Successful candidates become fully qualified Iyengar Yoga Teachers who are able to teach 

the poses and pranayamas they have learnt from the Level 1 and Level 2 Introductory 

Syllabi. They are therefore called Introductory Teachers. They are qualified to teach general 

level classes and children’s classes. 

After gaining teaching experience, often for several years, and developing their own yoga 

practice, Introductory teachers can choose to learn and teach a wider range of poses and 

pranayamas by undertaking further training and assessments. This level of certification is 

called Intermediate Junior and is divided into Levels 1, 2, and 3.  Each level is studied and 

assessed separately with one or more years between levels.  After even more years and at 

least one visit to RIMYI to study, Intermediate Junior teachers may decide to take 

Intermediate Senior Levels 1, 2, and 3. Only at this level and after studying in the Medical 

Classes at RIMYI, can a teacher teach yoga therapeutically to students with specific medical 

problems. It is likely that if a teacher has Intermediate Senior Level 3 they might well have 

been teaching for a minimum of 15 years and probably much more, and certainly will have 

been practicing yoga for much longer. Beyond this there are the Advanced Junior levels 1, 2, 

and 3 and Advanced Senior Levels 1 and 2.  However there are only a very few people 

worldwide who attain this level of certification and it is only given by BKS Iyengar himself.  

Introductory Level Teachers may decide not to take further assessments and to continue 

teaching general level yoga classes. There are lots of good Introductory teachers and all 

teachers, whatever their certification level, are expected to maintain their practice, learning, 

self-study and development. They have to complete yearly in-service training hours and fulfil 

certain criteria to keep their Certification Mark – the Iyengar Yoga Trade Mark, which BKS 

Iyengar allows his teachers to use and which legally protects his method of yoga and helps 

to maintain standards. No other yoga teachers can claim to teach Iyengar yoga ! 

The beauty of the Iyengar yoga system is that you can go to an Iyengar yoga class 

anywhere in this country, or indeed anywhere in the world, and know that the method of 

teaching and the work itself will be familiar. It is a disciplined and systematic approach. All in 

all Iyengar teachers are a dedicated lot ! -  and completely committed to the Iyengar method.  

 

    

 

 

 

 



Reports on Yoga events held this term.  

 

ORIYI members enjoyed a special event in May when Bobby 

Clennell came all the way from New York to teach at St 

Bartholomew’s School in Newbury.   Here are a few photos from 

the Friday evening session.  

 

 

   

   

 

 
Future Yoga Events  
 
 
Brenda Booth – Sunday 27th November in Oxford – details will be circulated nearer 
the time.  
 
Judi Sweeting -  Saturday 11th February 2012 a menopause workshop at St 
George’s Centre. Andover Road. Newbury.  
 
 

 
 



Happy 60th Birthday to Judith  
 
A surprise party was held in July to celebrate Judith’s birthday. As you can see the 
weather was just perfect.  
      

 

Students and teachers TAKE NOTE an important 

article by Ally Hill  

 
Telltales 
As most of you I’m sure are aware, teachers ask students for details about the state of their 
health before embarking on yoga classes. What some of you might not be aware of is how 
important this is. 
Let me tell you a story – I had two new students arrive in my class. At Sarva IYI we have 

quite a comprehensive form for new students to complete, with plenty of space for people 

to add anything that the form doesn’t cover or needs to be expanded upon. After all it’s a 

form not a medical dictionary – you can’t put every possible medical condition onto a form 

and expect someone to plough through it! These two ladies had filled there forms in and 

had admitted to the odd twinge here and there but nothing major.  

I taught a standard beginners class with the usual mix of some standings, inversions and 

forward bends, including some preliminary leg and arm stretches. 

A few days later the husband of one of the ladies called to request a refund as both of them 

said the class had hurt their upper arm/shoulder area. I had a look at my lesson plan (I 

keep all of them – you never know when someone may query something about a class) and 

could see nothing that could have over-stretched this area. On enquiring further, I managed 

to get out of this man that they were both recovering from breast cancer – there was 

nothing to this effect on their forms! I went ballistic, explaining the need for giving such 

information!! The husband backed down quickly, stating that apparently they thought this 

would be a new start and had put the cancer behind them!   

These forms, and, yes, Sarva’s form does ask about cancer and any surgery in the last 3 

years, irrespective of how detailed they are, need to be taken seriously. We teachers are not 

being nosey; we need to know these things so that we can take good care of students in 

class. Had I had any inkling that they had recently undergone treatment for such a major 



medical condition, quite frankly I wouldn’t have accepted them in my class for the following 

reasons: 

1. They had not had sufficient time to recover from the treatment 
2. If sufficient time had passed, I would have ensured that they kept the area passive 

so as not to stress any scar tissue 
3. And most important of all – they need to go to a senior teacher so soon after surgery 

– my insurance doesn’t cover me to teach them! (I’m an Intermediate Junior 1). 
They would have to be well through recovery to come to my classes. 

 

This tale is obviously about a serious medical complaint but minor injuries and conditions are 

just as relevant. Yoga asanas stretch and condition the body; this is physical work where we 

expect students to do just a little more than they think they can and Iyengar yoga in 

particular takes good care of those with health and physical issues. Please help your teacher 

take good care of you – tell us what we need to know, in confidence! 

 

Paxos 2011 You really can’t beat practising yoga on a pleasant shady terrace overlooking 

the sea in Paxos – then time to wander around the island either on foot or by boat – and of 

course enjoying the food.  The pictures tell the story! 

 

 


